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TNTERE$T GROTJPS
HERDSA favours the formation of fiial groups or.special interest groups, oprr.ring
under the auspices of the Society.lthe spocial intere$t group in laboratory and

practical work has been the most actiOi!, 4nd members have maintained links through
their membership of the Society. The following items relate to interest groups.
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Scientific
concentrating on scientifir; method in a

situition that i: conducive to learning the
skills involved.

In the laboratory the student can
practise qcience methodically at his own
pace, free of continuous observation, but
with assistance and reward to hand. Being
told in a lecture theare, tuterial reom or
liblary about how others have beenMethod less conducive to learning

the reasons underlying an
Editor: Anthony Dare, c/- Education the skills.

Unit, RMIT, Box 247 6, GPO, Melbourne, These

Victoria,3001 ln undergraduate courues laboratory attempt to more productive

work is frequently regarded as supporting experiments undergraduate course

or augmenting the theory that is in chemical - but they seem.
Committee: Andrew .Bain, Felicity presented in lectures. While this role is to be'equally e to other
Beighton, Barbara Falk, Norman Henry, useful, particularly in the early years, it is science courses lmpl
Jacqueline Lublin. inconsistent with the role that laboratpry

ll branches'of
of the idea on a

work plays in almost a
"model' 

of the An
Design by R. Nowak Al Buchi, physical science, 'pure' 4nd 'applied'. empirical model chosen ir
Printed by Walker* Press Also by making laboratory work.conform was fhe easiest to use iri ng the
Typeset by: SRC Type.setting to other parts of the course , both teacher roqulrelnents of the new experiments.
Department, Melbourne University and studeht alike miss the opportunity af
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Teaching and Learning Scientific

in the Laboratory .. . Continued
The professional scientist discovers

or formulates a problem, or it is set him

by someone else. RarelY is there. a

self-evident, detailed plan of how to solve

it. Sometimes, as it first appears, the

problem is not the one which ought to be

solved, hence an important step is to.
assess the relative validities of the set

problem and related ones. Next, the

problem is analysed to determine whether

existing information, established

principles and feasible operations can

provide a solution. OnlY when theY

cannot is it necessary to start an

i nvestigation.
ExPerimental work is usuallY

involved whenever an investigation is

necessary and to some extent it is

planned beforehand. The information
sought overall is specified and the

contribition from each experiment is

identified as far as possible' Various other

factors are taken into account, such as

built-in checks and availability of
personnel, equipment, time and money'

The.culmination of the planning stage is

the decision to proceed (or not) in a

certain manner.
Execution of the Plan follows and

the success of this stage is related to the

scientist's manipulative skill, his

thoroughness in recording data, his ability

to observe, assess and record the

unexpected phenomenon, and so on'The
next stage is interpretation, and what'

happens there varies according to th9
nature of- the results. lf the original

""p..tution, 
are in 'iccord with the

results, interpretation involves assessment

of errors and consistency with data from

other sources. At the other extreme, if
the expectations and the results are

completely different, interpretation is

concerned with the validitY of the

Method

students should be able to do at the end

of it. Even if there are alternative

versions, some of which could be more

valid than the one selected, there is merit

in the act of clarifying obiectives and

discussing them with students and other

teachers.
The exPeriments designed for

students to learn a methodical approach

to laboratorY work have been used

mainly in second Year when a time of
about five hours is available for each

experiment. Within that time it is not

feasible for inexperienced students to be

challenged in all stages of each

experiment. Different experiments are

used to emphasise planning, execution

and interPretation.

discouraging students from pursuing an

unproductive line of thought; there not
directed into a productive line. As a

consequence, the planning stage often
takes 3 hours.

The results from the execution stage

usually match the expectations of most

students hence there is no problem in

interpretation and all but the formal
report is complete during the five hours.

Two interesting features of the

interpretation, which students are

expected to note, are that the parameter

'measured' in the filling stage is not the

one which should be kept constant
(volume instead of mass). Hence

consequences of systematic error can be

rectified but not those of random error.

experiment and formutation of a"better'
theory or hypothesis for the system

studied.
No matter what the relation is

between expectations and results,

interpretation leads to conclusions that

are relevant to both the original problem

and any future interesl which could exist

in th6 system studied' The final stage is

the communication of the results and

conclusions to whoever is concerned'

There are many facets of this stage as well

and what happens is determined by' the

needs of the receiver and the degree of

formalitY called for in the

communication.
ln adopting this model of scientific

method, we acknowledge that it is not

the only way in which successful

scientists work; particularly, it is not

essential for each stage to be carried out

consciouslY nor the outcomes to be

formally recorded. However, it seems to

be virtually impossible for teachers to

evaluate segments of a course without
having somi clear notions as to what the

measurement is an examPle of one

designed for learning analysis and

planning. The students are told of an

lndustrial Procedure for making

components from powdered metal with a

specific4tign on the reproductibility of
the dimensions of the component' They

are asked to identify some of the sources

of error and to determine the magnitude

of error in one dimension of the

component; also they are asked to make

approPriate recommendations' No

inii.ution is given how' to solve the

problem, but the students are expected to

identify more than ten sources of error,

to categorise these under the headings
icharacieristics of the powder" r'filling

the die" and "cbmpression" From' the

list thev nominate the two or three most

likely sources of error. By that time they

realise that significant errors are unlikely

to occur in the comPression stage'

The most troublesome Part of the

analysis is for the siudents to realise that

only the filling stage need be tested' The

(sinele) outcome ol that stage, which

.ntrt.i the specification can be met, is all

that need be ineasured. Only a few lines

of simple algebra are required to link the

' criticai dimension to the mass of powder

via the densitY of the comPressed

component. Guidance is restricted to

An experiment cen tred on errors of

Another experinrent illustrates how

interpretative skill is developed. The

students make a few observations on a

chemical reaction of metallurgical interest

in a single, shor! experiment and suggest

what happens to the reactants. They are

presented with partly-processed analytical
data obtained from a series of more

comprehensive experiments in which the

consumption of reagent in the reaction is

determined. They are asked to interpret
the data and recommend whether the

consumption can be reduced.

By three interrelated mass-balances

they can show that the consumption is

unexpectedly and consistently high. The

students are expected to discover this

without direction and, by a process of
elimination, conclude that some of the

reagent must have reacted with a

particular component. Although they will
not (readily) be able to show that this is

correct they should note that it is

consistent consumed by the different
components remain essentially the same,

whether a deficiency or excess is used,
'therefore the consumption cannot be

reduced without changing the reaction.
A significant feature of these

experiments is the lack of a single, correct

route to the solution to the problem,

although the possibilities are limited.

There are alternatives at each stage of
progression through the experiment. The

crucial. point is why a student selects a

particular alternative, but this is not easy

to ascertain. lnformal discussion with
each student reveals some of the

difficulties they have in coping with thii
type of problem. Clearly the experience is

unfamiliar and demanding on both their
skill and Persistence; all but a fdw

students seem to accept that it is realistic

exp'erience, though.
Part of the Project has been to

evaluate the effect of the experiments on

the students' ability to be methodical in

this type of work.1 At the present time
pencil and paper tests in the style of
multiple choice questions are being

developed to determine their ability
before and after the laboratory course.

HERDSA WORKSHOP
There is noar a firm ProPosal to run

workshoPs on laboratory work
concurrentlY in Melbourne and Sydney.
The actual dates and other details are to
be finalis€d shortly. The groups in the
trivo cities will be linked at certain times

during the workshop by telephone and

television (via the Confravision Centre
facilities in Melbourne and Sydney).

Dr Allan Prosser is at Present
finalising the arrangements' The format
of the workshop will be on the basis of
responses to a planning questionnaire
which has already been circulated to
those knoirn to be interestd.

l{ you wish to Participate. Ple6e
contact Allan at the School of
Metallurgv, University of New South
Wales, Kensington 2033 .as soon 6
po$sible so that yPU will be kept up to
date with new develo



Three tests are intended to determine students that should nol bc ncgleclcd in skill through.thesc cxperimcnl.s there has
ability in: designing a curriculum. For irrst.ancc, been. an rmprovement in that skill, for
(1) strategic planning, i.e. what sort of many students fail to take into account example, identifying rhe measurements

investigation does the student think the reproducibility of measurements, are which need to be made in order to solve a
will lead to the 'best' solution of the reluctant to convert. a vague idea into a problem. On the other harrd, where an
problem; definitive hypothesis or statement, and opportunity to learn a skill has existed,

(2) tactical planning, i.e. the detiiled make a decision using a single criterion Uui has not been deliberately exploited
experiments needed to obtain when more thap one is essential for sound by thc teacher, the students have made
specific information;and iudgment. little improvemenr in rhat skill, for

(3) interpretation, i.e. what gan and The project has been developed in example, realising the nced to incorporate
cannot be concluded from the the context of chemical metallurgy but checks for rcproducib.ility and
results of a group of experiments. the deficiencies just mentioned could be consistency in the planning stage.

Pencil and paper tests lasting 90 . equally evident in a chemistry or physics
minutes cannot fully test a methodicai la.boratory, or in any other scientifi. l^liil^"1__D v and Prosser A P, Research and

approach to experimental work - even activity. :#"|":ff:; ?XX11i";,it;jli;':;".:iT:'Jl;
assuming such a thing is unreservedly One tentative conclusion from the wales, svdnev, 1e73).

desirable, However, they do reveal evaluation is that where a deliberate Dr A p prosser, School of Metallurgy,
deficiencies in the performance of effort has been made to teach a particular 

University of New South Wales

Personalized Systems of Instruction

lndividualized instruction has always
been a popular catch-cry, a concept to'
.wliich all educationalists can pay at least

lip service. Over recent years, there has

been an increasingly noticeable trend to
equate such instruction with a particular
approach, that of Keller (1966, 1968).
The 1975 HERDSA Conference was a

case in point where the Keller Plan

monopolized much of the discussion of
the two groups concerned with
personalized ihstruction. This is a

reflection of our very human desire for a

universal panacea, the one nlethod which
will solve all our problems. Actually, I

don't believe such a panacea exists for it
would be very difficult to maintain that
there is one right way of individua-lizing
instruction. People and situations differ
far too much to seriously entertain such a
possibility. While I believe the Keller Plan

to be an appropriate method in areas

where there may be general agreement on
a single correct answer, suih' as, for
edample, technical subiects, statistics,
physics and chemistry, I do not think it is

particularly applicable in areas where no
such agreement exists. Psychology is a

case'in point, and I say this fully realizing
that the Keller Plan emerged from this
subject area.

However, this brief article is not
, really to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of the plan. Rather it is an
attempt to outline an alternative method
of individualizing instruction, one which

'lies well towards the other end of a

continuum with an external
contiol/personal freedom polarity. The
Keller Plan, derived as it is from
behaviouristic principles, stresses
test-taking, unit mastery and steady
progression through a series of.- tasks
designed by a source external to the
student. By contrast, the method I wish
to outline owes its inspiration to the

humanistic psychology of Rogers (1969),
laying emphasis upon a students personal

involvement, self-initiation of learning,
and the pi'imacy of personal meaning
which can come only from within the
individual.

The actual course and its rationale
has been written up in detail elsewhere
(Stanton, 1975) so here I will sketch in
only the main fezitures. Entitled
Psychology and Education, the course
was motivated by my feeling that
students should be permitted to study
aspects of educational psychology which
had some personal significance for them,
rather than to cope with things other
people felt should be meaningful to them.
Students were expected to take
considerable responsibility for their own
learning by choosing their own area of
study, generating their own essay titlgs or
series of titles.

After a course overview, involving
four introductory lectures and the skim
reading of a dozen books, students
individually discussed with me'or my
tutor the field of educational psychology
as they understood it. Once we were sure

they had actually read the books and
attended the lectures, we discussed the
area in which they wanted to work,
stressing that their choice should be

guided by the concept of personal
meaningfulness. "lnvestigate something
that seems important to you, either as a
person or as a teacher-to-be" was our
basic advice. The only assessment for the
students who took the course, I6.1 on
one occasion, 93 on another, was the
provision of 6000 words, either as one
in-depth essay or as a series of shorter
pieces. Many exceeded this limit by
thousands of words, others did not.
Evaluative criteria for these essays were
simple. They would show evidence of
wide reading and be couched in terms

indicative of the students' understanding
of the principles involved. That is, use of
examples copies from books was

discouraged and the use of personal
illustration encouraged.

Students pursued their studies
through reading and although guided by
lists I had'prepared, were able to go off in
any direction they desired. No further
lectures were given but when a student
wanted a tutorial, he or she could put his
or her name on lists grouped roughly
according to important areas of
educational psychology. When four or
five names appeared on a particular list, a

tutorial was held. ln addition, individual
conferences with my tutor and myself
were always available on request.

This is obviously a very
unstructured, free-wheeling course; the
details of which I have gone into more
carefully in the article referred to earlier.
Such an approach, iike any other method,
will suit some students much more than
others so it is, again, no universal
panacea. About a third of the students
did really excellent work. For many, the
course led to tremendous behaviour
change, both in terms of personal life
style and teaching procedures. For them,
it had been a highly significant learning
experience. Many of the remaining
two-thirds worked conscientiously and
submitted the normal, adequate essays.

They did what was required but did not
seem to have gained much insight or
inspiration. A considerable minority
loafed, throwing something together for
me at the last moment. They did not use

the learning opportunities provided.
Naturally I was disappointed for I still
hold to the naive assumption that
students want to learn, even when my
experience would indicate that many do
not want to do so. Pass examinations and
get the appropriate piece of paper, yes;
learn for the sake of personal growth, no.;
Still, compared to conventional lecture
courses I have conducted, I felt the work

Individualization of lhstruction



submitted was overall the best I had ever

received, and I had reached, in a vqrY

powerful way, a consiy'erable number of
students. Perhaps one can ask for nothing
more than this.

My purpose in writing this brief
article was not, however, to give a

detailed description of a startingly new

learning alternative. lt isn't of course.

What I hoped to do was indicate that the

Keller Plan was onlY one Possible
approach to individualieing instruction
and to outline an alternalive which is'

based on entirely different principles,

These two approaches do tend to Contrast
markedly and there are manY other
options falling between them, sharing

aspects of both. ,As I said earlier, I don't
think a universal Panacea to oqr
personalizing of instruction problems

exists, and it would be unfortunate if
current enthusiasm for the Keller Plan

caused us to overlook this. There may be

a right way for a particular teacher with a

particular group of students studying a

partipular courte, but generalization

beyond this, though often Possible,

sheqld proceed with great caution.

Keller F S "A personal course in psychology"
in R Ulrich, T Stachnik and J Mabrv (Eds)

Contfol of Human Aehaviour. Glenview,
lllinois: Scott, Foresman, lnc. 1966.
91-93.

Keller F S "Gqodbye, toacher. .'" in Journal
of Applied Bohaviour Analvsis. 1968. 1.

79€9.
Rqgerr C.R. Freedom to Leen, Merrill. 1969.
Stonton HE "Facilitating learning - a

humaniftic approach to the 'teaching' of
eduqatignal psycho.looy" in Australian
Psycholoslst. 1975, 1 0. 50-58.

OrHEStanton 
i

Director, Teaching and Learning
Unlt, University of Tasmania

objectives, learning resources, learning
activities and evaluation procedures for
each student are determined by
consultation between lecturer and
student. First implemented 197317 4,
Under development for other subiects,
e.g. Comparative Education. Satisfactory
with small student groups; time
consuming and not feasible with large
groups.

T Knights
Department pf Physics

Subiect - Radiographic Techniques lst
and 2nd year.
Course :- Radiography
Audio visual self-learning proS,ramme

which combines studies in anatomy,
pathoiogy and radiographic technigues,
using anatomical diagrams and a large

selection of radiographs. The first units
commenced in May 1975.

J D Neal
Department of Medical TechnologY
Subject - Medical Microbiology (1st, 2nd
and 3rd years)
Course - Bachelor of Applied Science
(Medicat Technology)
The topic of microbial destruction and

inhibition is sequentially programmed

through sterilization (1st year),

disinfection- (2nd year) and
cross-infection (3rd year) using
slide-cassette programmes. Under
development 1974-5.

M I Nowak
Department of Business Law and
Economics
Subiect - Economics, 2nd year

Course - Bachelor of Business
Use of an Economics Resource Centre to
provide current data and resources for a

problem-solving (case study) approach to
economic policy. Use is made of
individualised instruction techniques
which facilitate utilization of such

resources. Progress of students -is mQre

closely regulated than would be the case

in a iltrue" individualised approach. First
implemented in 197 5.

J Palfreyman,
Department of Electrical Engineering
Subiect - Electrical Engineering lst year

Course - Bachelor of Engineering

Self-teaching Programme in
electrodynamics using the Keller
approach. lncludes a student's guide (how
to operate within the programme), seven

study guides, and two test papers per

unit. First implemented in 1974. A
course evaluation was conducted.

The special interest group in personalised
systems of instruction (PSl) is being
co-cirdinated by Alan Lonsdale, WAIT,
South Bentley, 6102. Digests of prolects
are being collected for publication. lf you
are involved in such a project, please let
Alan know.

Individualization. . continued

\r

Abstracts of Programs at WAIT

lan Bond course - Associato Diploma in valuation
Department of Chomistry A Keller"plan programme consisting of six

Subiect - Chemistry lst year prqgrestive units, with testing on

Course - B,Sc (Biology) compl€tion Of each unit, augmented by

A Keller Plan.coursE'issuming no prior field excursions and assignmonts. Firs1

kriowledge of chemistry and which covers implemented in 1974. A course

the essential sections of secondary and evaluation was conducted; the overall

first year tertiary level chemistry. conclusion was that the programme was

Consists of 28 units of semi-textual very successful.
material and guides to suitable, available

textbook material. Five separate test

papers.' each comPrising about 20
questions, were pi"epared for each unit. I John and Dr R I Rippingale
Students were pre- and post-teste{ and a Depaitment of Biology
course evaluation was conducted. First SUbiect - Biology 1st year

implemen'ted 1974. "Rewarding, but a lot Course - Bachelor of Applied Science

of bloody work". (Biology)
An audio-tutprial programme involving
integrated audio tapes, study guides,

slides and practical experiences and

Geoff clockett demonstrations covering basic biology,

Department or Business t:::"0 Econpmics il:'TIJ^;'l"l'"jli*,t?i',ljiji*il Til,l
subiect - Economics 1tl lu,t-' in,it.runtra in 1973; under continuous
Course - Bachelor of Bu'siness "'::
A programme involving ,.ii t.u.ttlng ttot modification'

a prepared workbook (studY guide),

supplemented by one lecture, one tutorial
and one workshop session each week. On P I fones
average, students are tested each two Depaftment of Management
weeks and receive immediate feedback on Subiects - Education, 2nd or 3rd year

areas of weakness. First implemented in study course - Diploma in Educational
197 5. ,Administration.

- Politics (Educational Decision Making)

co urses Graduate DiPloma in

R R Fraser Adminiitration (Education) and Master

Department of Business Law and Economics of Buriness (Education)'

Subject - Land Utilization, lst year Learning cqntract systems in which



Student Language Skills
The Victoria lnstitute of Colleges'

Education Technology Unit (ETU) is

currently evaluating a proposal to

establish a special interest group in

student language skills at the tertiary
level.

The ETU, which assists affiliated
CAEs in intra and inter-college

development proiects, has found a high

level of interest and concern in its

colleges ovef low-levels in language skills
in terms of students' ability to read and

express thernselves adequately in their
stud ies.

lnformation gathered from
college-staff indicates that there isa need

for not only remedial courses for a small

but significant minority of students who
are severely handicapped, but also.for the
provision of assistance to a larger number

of students who would gain substantially
by improving their language skills.

The move to establish a sPecial

interest group gained impetus following
the publication of the Bullock Report, ,4
Lanljuage for Life (HMSO, Londonf. The
report was the outcome of a two-year
committee of inquiry chaired by Sir Alan
Bullock, Vice-Chancellor of Oxford
University. lt sets out over 330

conclusions and recommendations on

reading and use of English from which
the Committee selected 17 principal
recom mendations.

(The Report itself is out of print at

the present time. However, a 39-page
summary of the Report was issued as a

press notice on 18 February 1975 by the
Department of Education and Scien'ce in
London, and a i 2-page summary was
published in the Times Educational
Supplement of 21 February 1 975).

The main conclusions to be drawn
from the Bullock Report are that there
are no simple answers to the problems.of
literacy. lt appears to be a multi-faceted
problem requiring careful analysis of
factors which lead to language
difficulties, and a systematic evaluation
of remedial strategies. To this end, the
establishment-of a local special interest
group could serve as a focal point for
educationalists who have an interest in
language skills.

It is proposed that the'ETU serve as

a clearing-house, in facilitating the
collation and distribution of relevant
bibliographies of books, reports, papers
and articles; arranging meetings and
seminars for interested parties; and
producing a periodic newsletter. There
exists already a number of educationalists
in Australian universities, teacher-training
colleges, and CAEs who are actively
researching language skills, and using
remedial programmes. Consequently
there is much to be gained from knowing
who else is working in this field, and the

mutual sharing of relevant information.
An interest lras already been

demonstrated by librarians in affiliated
colleges arising from the Horacek Report
on Victoria lnstitute of Colleges college
library services which brought to
attention the number of students who are

deficient in an ability to take full
advantage of library facilities. Although
there are thought to be a number of
different factors contributing to this
problem, aspects of it can be seen as

concomitant to language skills.
Consequently there may be value in
including it in the proposed special
interest group.

lf any readers of this Newsletter are

actively working or researching in the
general area of language skills in as far as

they affect the performance of tertiary
students, or have an active interest in it
they are invited to write to the ETU
giving details of their area and level of
interest so that their names can be placed

on our mailing list. The response to this
Invitation will play an important role in
developing the structure of the proposed
speciaf .interest group and the ways in
which it can assis,t members.

J K White
ETU
Victoria lnstitute of College
582 St Kilda'Road
Melbourne 3004

The Committee planning for the next
conference of the Society, to be held at
lnternational House, University of
Melbourne, 8-1 0 May 1976, has

formulated a set of conference objectives,
as follows:

The first HERDSA Conference, at
Canberra, 1975, indicated that
p.articipants at the next Conference
should be able to achieve some or all
of the following obiectives:

1. Meet other staff members in the
field of tertiary educition and
exchange information and share
ideas with them.

2. Meet leaders and workers in research
and development in high educatlon.
(Most heads of educational
development units were in Canberra
as were many leading educational
researchers in the tertiary education
field ) .

3. Contribute to discussion of topics
relating to research and development
in tertiary education. (FtERDSA
Newsletter 1175 contained
s u mmaries of previous group
d iscussions).

4. Heor presentotions from experts in
various fields of tertiary education.
(Unlike the Canberra conference,
some sessions will be devoted to
presentations and discussions of' particular developments, led by
profect leaders and researchers).

5. loin or help to initiote a special
interest group with the view to
continuing interchange between
conferences, or to reconvene those
groups formed at the last
c6nference. (At the 1915
conference, for example,
participants interested in laboratory
work resolved to maintain links
through a special interest group).

NEWS FLASH

It is hoped that Professor John
Voizey, who hod ogreed to be guest of
honour at the HERDSA Conference, will
speak on the evening of 8 May.

a

A regi of research and
development projects in tertiary
education has long been mooted within
the Society. Now a start is being made. A
project registration form is being enclosed

with this issue of the Newsletter and
further copies will accompany future
issues.

Our plan is to hold information
about proiects on computer, each project
being coded according to area of study,
methodology and so on. This will enable
us to provide individual print-outs to
HERDSA members on request.

What can you offer to help this
service get started? To complete a

registration form for a proiect with which
you might be involved will only take
fifteen minutes. Can you do this right
now? Who else in your institution could
be invited to register his project? A
photocopy of the prolect form will
suffice. Perhaps you know of a person In

another institution who could also be
invited to register a project. lf you could
make the necessary arrangements, the
project register will beriefit from your
efforts.

The enclosed project registration
form is set out in such a way that editing
will be cut to a minimum and there will
bb:less burden on the editor. Please type
if possible, and observe the limits. The
final decision about including particular
entries will rest with the HERDSA
execu ti ve.

We plan to announce in the next
issue h,ow members can access the pro.ject
regi ster.

HERDSA
'TG

o



TERC
Flashes

Admission to TertiarY Education

The TertiarY Education Research

Centre at the University of New South

Wales was commissioned in 1974 by the

NSW Higher Education AuthoritY to

undertakJ a study of the feasibility bf
establishing a centralised admission

system for entry to all tertiary

institutions in New South Wales and the

ACT. The final report of the proiect

appeared in May 1975 and it surveys the

literature relating to selection and

admission to tertiary education, reviews

current practices throughout Australia as

well as in Britain and North America, and

sets out the advantages and disadvantages

of a number of admission sYstems in

relation to the Australian context'
(FMKatz and JPPowell

Alternotive Admission Systems for

tertiory institutions in New South llales

ond the ACT. (CoPies maY be obtained

from the NSW Higher Education

Author:itY, GPO Box 4368, SYdneY

2001 ).

Mature Unmatriculated Students

. ln 1975 the UniversitY of New

South Wales adrnitted a group of
fifty-five mature unmatriculated students

and TERC has been monitoring their

progress throughout the year' First

,asion assessment results suggest that

their overall performance is superior to

that of students who enter direct from

school and who are selected on the basis

of HSC scores. We would welcome

information from elsewhere relating to

the admission of mature unmatriculated

students and their subsequent

performance in tertiary institutions'

Teaching and Assessment

of lnterPersonal Skills
Wd are currentlY engaged in R&D

work on the production of film material

suitable for the teaching and assessment

of interpersonal skills. Material of this

type will be of interest to those

concerned with the training of-teachers,

doctors, social workers and others

interested in the develoPment of
observational and interpretational skills

relating to social interaction' We would

be very glad to hear from people who are

working in this area, especially anyone

with experience of scoring student

responses to material of this type'

(Fo/ further information on these

items, please contact John Powell, TERC

University of New South Wales, PO Box

1, Kensington, NSW 2033).

Course
A graduate diPloma course ln

aboriginaieducation has been introduced

at thi Townsville Collegq of Advanced

Education. lt is designed to prepare

primary teachers who will be teaching in

schools with a predominantly indigenous

enrolment. The one-year program, which

is open to qualified and experienced

teachers, is designed to meet an

immediate and urgent need of aboriginal

people: the provision of skilled and

qualified 'teachers who also have an

understanding of aboriginal society

before and since European colonisation

and an awareness of its evolving needs'

The course is arranged into two

semesters; five sub jects or components

are offered in each: Education for ethnic

m'irlorities, ,curriculum studies and

strategies for promoting learning,

teaching workshop and aboriginal studies'

Theie subjects extend over the two

semesters. ln addition, sociolinguistics is

.onUucteO in the first semester arid race

and culture in the second. Each subject

involves three contact hours and two

further hours are provided for films and

assessment and for consultation and

planning.
There is a Provision for field work

involving two three-week periods in
aboriginal communities. For the first

week, students will observe, attemptlng

to gain as wide an understanding as

portibl. of the school and its

environment. During the next two weeks,

the students will be involved with

teaching, in cooperation with'the regular

teachers at the school.
(Further information about this

course is available from the Registrar,

Townsville College of Advanced

Education, Box 1 1 7, Aitkenvale , 481 4\ '

ANU's
ORAM

The Australian National University

has recently set up an Office for Research

in Academic Methods (ORAM)' with Mr

Allen H Miller as head. The overall aim of

ORAM is to imProve the qualitY of
I learning and teaching in the University'

As with similar units in other

universities, ORAM will be seeking to
achieve its aim through staff seminars at
which lecturers will consider alternatives
to usual forms of teaching and

assessment, consultations with individual
members of staff,.and meetings with
education committees consisting of equal
representation from staff and students
within particular university departments.

ln co-operation with the university's'
Survey' Research Centre, ORAM will
assist departments who wish to carry out
evaluations of individual courses or of the

teaching techniques being ilsed.

OnnU is engaged in a number of
research proiects in co'operation with
other sections of the university' These

proiects include an investigation into- the

reasons why students 'withdraw from

coLlrses, a maior study which is related to

studies of student workloads and

indirectly to the employment of women
' in higher academic positions. A second

majoi study is to clevelop criteria for the

description-of methods of teaching used

in lectures and tutorials with a view to

helping university tgachers and evaluate

their owh teaching.

Report on
Student
Finance

a

a

Tho Australian DePartment of

Education recently collabo:"ated with the

Australian Union of Students to carry out

a nationwide survey of tertiary student

budgets. Despite the large and increasing

size of the tertiary student population,

very little was known about their income

and expenditure iatterns before this

study. The changeover from the

Commonwealth Scholarship Scheme to

the Tertiary Education Assistance

Scheme, with a concomitant review of
assistance levels, created a demand for
accurate information about the adequacy

of student incomes and possible areas of
need. To meet th is demand, a

questionnaire on sources and levels of
income and items of expenditure was sent

out in late 1974.
The subiects were a 3% national

sarnple of students enrolled at universities

and colleges of advanced education,
including single purpose CAEs. Higher

degree and technical college students

were excluded.
The report contains a considerable

amount of information on both the

socio-economic background of tertiary



studd'hli and various aspects of student

life including sources of income and costs

of ' food, housing, travel and

couise-related items.

: The three most important sources of
cash income were scholarships and grants,
parental assistance and employment.
Parents also provided considerable
assistance in kind. The maior items of
expenditure were food, accommodation
and travel. One of the most disturrbing
findings was the frequent reports of
deficits between income and expenditure.
Even after allowing for the possibility of
errors 'in calculations and the fact that
income is often easier to calculate than

expenditure, the patterns of deficit
reported suggest that, for many students'
there is a real gap. Some of the

respondents gave total incomes that were

$200-$300 less than their prolected

annual expenditure.
(Australia. DePartment of

Education. lncome ond expenditure
potterns of Australian tertiary students,
1974 (Canberra, 1975\. Available from
the Research Branch, DePartment of
Education, Woden, ACT, 2606).

Felicity Beighton

Revier,v
University of Melbourne University

Assembly. llomen's llorking Group
Report.()uly 1975J.

Recognitidn of sex discrimination in
all its social guises will not cause the
problem tg disappear overnight, however

a clarification of the issues cannot fail to,
help the process. This report,
commissioned by the University
A ssembly, and carried out with
considerable dedication by men and
women over a short period of eight
months, has pinpointed some of the
problems of women as undergraduates,
academics and general staff at Melbourne
University. Working papers on women
graduates in society and on education in
schools follow these surveys, as well as

some practical recommendations.
Although the report is largely descriptive,
the facts it reveals are important; this is

the first time they have been publicised
for any Australian university.

Results of the investigations are

disturbing. The students as a group in

Arts and Sciences (both female and
male), were found to want careers,
contrary to the general belief that girls
doing Arts would be more traditional in
outlook. The use of a questionnaire,
rather than interview in this survey
probably influenced such results.

Among adhinistrative' staff, an
extraordinary situation was revealed in
which job ceilings were actually lowered
for many women in the process of
implementation of equal pay ! This
section of the report belies the egalitarian
beliefs usually associated with the
unhurried intellectual atmosphere of
hallowed halls of learning. The University
administration has been clearly indicted.

Women academics were found to be
losing ground to men at all senior
academic levels, and to be massively
under-represented in decision making
arenas. lt. is noteworthy that no woman
has ever been a full professor at the
University of Melbourne. Women are
concentrated twice as of.ten as men in the
lowest level, untenured posLs, out of all
proportion to the sex ratio of students'
and even in faculties such as Arts where
the staff depend fortheir employment on
a largely female student body. Without
seeking explanations, the report does
suggest' that women should be more
equitably represented on selection
committees, that all university statistics
should show the position of women in
relation to men, and that a tribunal
shoqld be set up to deal with such issues
as appeals promotions. Attention was
drawn to discriminatory advertising
practices, and to the fact that whereas
women's life patterns were eminently
suited to fractional appointments, there
were few of them and men currently held
the majority of.such posts.

The working papers discuss general

societal causes and results of the
education of girls, and women's
employment, but nothing in this report
explains why the situation described here,
has developed among intellectual equals,

as are university men and women. Both
of the latter should be equally concerned
to remedy overt and subtle forms of
discrimination as revealed in this
document. Staff in tertiary institutions of
all kinds will welcome the insights
provided by the Women's Working Group
Report.

Shirley Sampson
Lecturer in Education, Monash University

of courses at both undergraduate and
post-graduate levels, and to assist with
in-service and refresher courses. Further
information can be obtained from Dr
H W Doelle, Chairman, Education Group,
Australian Society for Microbiology, cl-
Department of Microbiology, University
of Queensland, St Lucia, 4067.

Education Group
The Education group bf this society Educotion of Microbiologisfs. Both were

first gained impetus in June 1973, when . enthusiastically supported.

8i.ff|:lrDo;',.';o",in',ufJ'"i;:Tt;i rn Augusr 1e74, andin association
chairmanship of the group. At this time, with the WHO Regional Teacher Training
each state had appointed one Centre, a five-day residential workshop
co-ordinator to the group, and it was on the teaching of microbiology was held
suggested initially that efforts be directed at the University of New South Wales.
towards a description of the microbiology This was organised by Ms Elisabeth
courses.offered at all levels of tertiary Hegarty and Dr Adrian Lee, the NSW
education in Australia, and an co-ordinator to the Education Group.
examination of the need for refresher This was a well attended and a most
courses. successful enterprise.

By the time of the next annual lt has now been decided that the
scientific meeting, held in May 1974 at booklet on tertiary courses will be
Adelaide, the booklet describing all up-dated every second year, and
tertiary courses had in fact been printed, appended to this will be a comprehensive
and the education group was commended list of the research interests of faculty
on the speed and excellence of its members of all tertiary institutions
p roduction. The booklet was offering higher degrees in microbiology.
subsequently distributed to all teaching lt is hoped that this will encourage the
departments of microbiology, to all state movement of post-graduate students
departments of education, and to all through Australia.
guidance offices and careers advisory Again at the 1975 annual scientific
offices throughout Australia free of meeting held in Perth, the programme
charge. To all others interested, it was.oincluded a workshop organised and
available at a low cost to cover printing arranged by the education group.
charges. This same year saw th; The group has received suggestions
introduction to the programme of the that it compile a multiple choice question
annual scientific meeting of an education bank and a medical case history bank. lt
symposium and a workshop. The is currently examining the need for and
symposium was entitled The Teoching of feasibility of such a project. However, the
Laboratory Methods ond Techniques in ultimate. aim of the group will be to
Microbiology; and the workshop, Ihe provide suggestions for the programming



ED[.I Leaders
A complete listing of the leaders of

educational development leqders in

'Australian universities and colleges is

being prepared by Ms Win McDonell, the

wtatcoim and Anna Moore'Reroarch
Fellow in Educational Development at

the Victoria lnstitute of Colleges, 582 5t

Kilda Road, Melbourne 3004' We believe

such a list would be extremely useful to

HERDSA'members, and we reProduce

below rhe li6t in its current state No

doubt there are changes required; in

particular there may well be units in

colleges which have not been mentioned
here. lf so, please let us know, through
the Editor or to Ms McDonell direct.

vrcToRlA
Mrs B Falk
Chairman

Dr T Hore
Directot

Mr C Noble
Hed

Mr R L Taylor
Head

Vacant

Mr N W Henry
Head

Mr K Ando'lon
Education Ofticer

Mr K Smith
Hed

Vacant

Mr H D Batten
Hed

Mr B Hawkim
Mr J K White
Dwelopment Oflicers

Mrc Win McDonell
Malcolm and Annq
Moore Research FelloYv
in Educational Dsvalopment

NEW SOU,TH WALES

Dr G R Meyer
Director

Dr H Maddox
Oirector

Profassor F M Katz
Director

Mr G J Naylor

souTH AUSTRALIA

Dr W C Hall
Director
Mr P F Sheldrake
Director

Mr R Swain

Mr G Goclinq

Contre tor lhe
Siudv of Higher
Education
High?r Education
Advisory and
Research Unit
Educational
Dsvelopmont Unit

Educttiqt{al
Owelop/nent Dept,

Education Unit

Educational Seruices
Division

Dopartment of
Educational Resourqes

Fducationil Technology
Unit

Centrg fer
Advancement of
Teaching
Higher Education
Flesearch and
Seivices Unit
Tertiary Education
R$earch Centr€

Educational Research
Unit

Advjsory Centre for
University Education
Educational Research
and Resourc€s Unil

R ecearch and
Dev6lopment Unit

Educational Seruice
Unit

Univercity of Melbourne
Grattan Strcet
Parkville 3062
Monash UnivereitY
Wqllingtqn Boad
Clayton 3t 68
Caullield lnstitut€ of
Technology
900 Qandenong Rod
Caulfield East 3145
Footscray lnstituF of
Tschnology
Ballarat Road,
F ootscray 301 1

Prahran Colloge o{
Advancod Education
142 High Street
Prahran 31 81
Royal Melbourne
lnstitute of Technology
124 La Trobe Street
Melbburne 3000
Swinburne Qollege of '

Technology
John Street
Hawrhai; 3122
GlpFland lnstituta of
Advancod Education
PO Box 42
Churchill 3&42
Warmambool lnitituts ot
Advancsd Educatiqn
FO Box 423
Warmambool 328O
Lincoln lnstitute
Lincoln Hquse
625 Swanston Street
Carlton 3053
Victoria lnstitute
of Collegee
582 St Kilda Road
Melbourne 30O4

Macquarie University
North Ryde 2113

University of Newcastle
Shortland 23O8

-Univgrsity of Now South Wales
PO Box 1

Kensington 2033
New south Wales lnstitute
of Tochnalogy
PO Box 123
Broadwav 2OO7

University ol Adelaide
Adelaid€ 50OO
F linders Universitv
ol South Australia
Bedford Park5042
Adelaide Collega.of
Advanced. Education
46 Kintore Avenue
Adelaide Srno
South A rstralian I nstitttte
oi Technol.oqy
N orth Terrace
Aclelaide 5OOO



E U Leaders aa . Continued

OUEENSLANq

Dr R A Ross
D irector

Centre for the
Advanc€ment of
Leqrning & Teaching
Tertiafy Education
I nsti tute
Educational Practices
Unit

Griffith University
Nathan 41 1 1

Professor E Floa
D irector
Mr P R Chippendale
Lecturer in Charge

Un iversity of Oueensland
St Lucia 4067
Darling Downs lnstitute
of Advanced Education
PO Box 128
Toowoomba 4350

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Mr A W Andarson
D irector

Rosearch Unit in
Univsrsity
Education
Educational
Oevglopment
Unit

University of
Western Australia
Nedlands 60O9
Western Australian
I nstitute of Technology
Hayman Road
South Bentley 6102

Dr T Kennedy
Head

TASMANIA

Dr H E Sbnton
Dlrector

Taaching and
Learning Unit

UniversitV of Tasmania
GPO Box 252C
Hobart 7OO1

Tasmanian College of
Advanced Education
GPO Box 1415P
Hobart 7001

Mr P Northcott
Head

Educational
Practices Unit

ACT

Dr D S Anderspn
Head
Mr A H Miiler
Head

Rosearch School of
Social Sciences
Olfice for Ressarch
in Academic Methods

Australian National
Un iversity
PO Box 4
Canberra 2600

Contributors to this issue:
Dr. APProsser, Dr HEStanton,
A J Lonsdale, J KWhire, N WHenry, Dr
J P Powell, Felicity Beighton, Shirley
Sampson !Vin McDonell Dr H W Doelle

Application Fcrm
Mr A / Lonsdole, Hen Treasurer, HERDSA, cf- Edu'cationol Development Unit,
llestern Australion lnstitute of Technology, Hayman Rd, South Bentley,6102.
lwish to loin HERDSA es a *Member ($5 loining fee plus $5 annual
subscription)/Student Member $l joining fee plus $l annual subscription). (*Delete
where inapplicobte).
Poyment occomppnies this fornl. Please send me HERDSA publicotions etc.

Please filt in formot below, inclttcling title, initiols, tiame, position, deportment,
i nsti t u t ion, pos lol address.

where necessary so thot this informotion fits inlo 5lines with a moximum
of 30 choracters Per line


